Flexible hoses - Expansion joints and bellows
The Company

Established in 1951, TUBIFLEX has an international standing due to its Technology and Quality Level. Tubiflex owns an excellent know-how and is able to develop products concept and design as well as related production equipments. Tubiflex has been, since the very beginning, one of the most up to date, and technologically advanced company of the sector.

We at Tubiflex boast more than 60 years of experience in engineering and manufacturing of a broad range of products:

• Stainless steel annular corrugated hose, stainless steel helical convoluted hose, strip wound metal hose
• Stainless steel flexible assemblies
• Multilayer convoluted PTFE flexible hoses and assemblies
• Multilayer convoluted flexible hoses (Aluminium, Kraft Paper, Fibreglass, PVC Polyvinyl chloride)
• Metal expansion joints and bellows
• Corrugates hoses for heat exchangers

Out of the standard product portfolio, Tubiflex design, and manufactures special products.
Our Quality Certificates

- Approval ISO 9001: 2015 - SGQ 1568
- Approval EN 9100: 2016 - SCSA 11/B
- Approval IATF 16949: 2009 - TS 245
- Compliance with H/H1 Guideline 2014/68/UE (PED)
- Approved welders complying with ISO 9606
- Welding staff complying with EN 1418
- Welding processes complying with EN 15614 (former EN 288)
- NDT (Non Destructive Tests) Staff approved EN 473
- Bureau Veritas Rule No. 320 for manufacturing and testing processes
- Approved manufacturing processes for our products Parflex® Superflex®, Tubiflon®
- Euroqualiflex member since 1981
Bulk products

- Stainless steel annular corrugated hose, stainless steel helical convoluted hose
- Stripwound metal hose
- Multilayer convoluted PTFE flexible hose
- Multilayer convoluted flexible hoses (Aluminium, Kraft Paper, Fibreglass, Polyester)
- Stainless steel braid
Where you can reach us

HQ & Production facilities
Strada Torino, 25
10043 Orbassano (TO)
ITALY
Ph +39/011/9033201
Fax +39/011/9033210
Website www.tubiflex.com
Sales Dept. commerciale@tubiflex.com
export@tubiflex.com

GPS : LAT 45.012361 (45° 0' 44''), LONG 7.559375 (7° 33' 33'')